
The next day’s Corriere, in an article by a staff writer,
added that Starr works “for the foundation which finances
the right-wing magazine American Spectator, the one that
launched the Paula Jones scandal.” This is a reference to anti-Europeans smell a rat
Clinton financier Richard Mellon Scaife and his Landmark
Legal Foundation.in attack on Clinton

On Jan. 29, the London Guardian’s Jonathan Freedland
went further, and named names. Freedland said that new evi-by Mark Burdman
dence had emerged, “apparently confirming a network of anti-
Clinton plotters—with the special prosecutor, Kenneth Starr,

Among the more astute experts in strategic and intelligence at its center.” Freedland documented Starr’s involvement in
the Landmark Legal Foundation, and commented: “Animat-affairs in Europe, the awareness rapidly dawned that the

“Bimbogate” scandal against President Clinton, was, from ing all this activity is the enigmatic figure of Richard Mellon
Scaife, the billionaire heir to the Mellon banking dynasty. Mr.its inception, part of a broader operation to destabilize the

institution of the American Presidency. Many European in- Scaife has funded numerous anti-Clinton ventures fought by
the Landmark group and backs a range of right-wing fringefluentials see, in this operation, an effort to prevent the Presi-

dency from acting effectively to deal with the Asia-centered groups—including those whose mission is to destroy the
Clinton Presidency.”global financial crisis, and/or to cripple the President’s ability

to deal effectively with sensitive areas of foreign policy.
In comments to this author on Jan. 26, Prof. John Erick- A conspiracy to paralyze the President

Of European media, the Danish daily Jyllandsposten wentson, of the Defence Studies department of Edinburgh Univer-
sity and one of Europe’s leading experts on military affairs, farthest, with a Jan. 24 package of articles mooting a broader

“conspiracy against Clinton,” with the aim of preventing thestated that “this move against Clinton was obviously very
carefully orchestrated, it was carefully timed and carefully President from acting on crucial economic and foreign pol-

icy dossiers.coordinated, everything was in the right place, at the right
time, it took a lot of organizing, to pull this off. It has all the The paper detailed the key role of Linda Tripp, noting that

she “had top security clearance from the Pentagon, and hadair of a destabilization.” Erickson underlined the role of the
Defense Department’s Linda Tripp in the set-up of Clinton, worked as a secretary in the Army intelligence command and

in the elite forces, the Delta Force. She was hired by the Bushaffirming that she is a “real practitioner, she knows how to
work the system. She’s further evidence, that this was all built administration in the White House, where she was known as

an effective assistant, and was recommended to the Clintonup and organized, systematically.”
On Jan. 28, EIR spoke to a specialist in psychological administration.”

An accompanying editorial made the following keywarfare, formerly linked to the center of such activity in Brit-
ain, the Tavistock Institute. This individual, who chose to points: “The heavy focussing on Clinton’s alleged lack of

sexual self-control, is removing the attention from the urgentremain anonymous, also pointed to Tripp’s classified assign-
ments with U.S. military intelligence units, including the elite international problems which can only be solved through

American participation.counter-terror Delta Force, and affirmed, “Usually, a military
intelligence operative like this works undercover, in a sensi- “Thus, during this week, Clinton ought to have concen-

trated on getting the Middle East peace process back on track,tive way. Now, she’s broken cover, which must mean, she’s
working on behalf of a broader operation, against the Pres- by having separate meetings with Israeli Prime Minister Ben-

jamin Netanyahu and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat. Theident.”
Several European newspapers have highlighted the dia- provocations from Saddam Hussein continue, while Indone-

sia is balancing on the edge of the first state bankruptcy inbolical activities of special prosecutor Kenneth Starr, in arti-
cles that convey suspicion that what is involved in this case, Southeast Asia.

“Instead, the President and his White House staff haveis not a “sex scandal.” On Jan. 27, Gianni Riotta, writing in
the Italian daily Corriere della Sera, likened Starr to Markus been paralyzed by the so-called sex scandal.

“The same principle applies to the U.S. President, as forWolf, the “superspy” head of intelligence in the former East
Germany, and compared the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investi- everybody else, that he is innocent until proven otherwise.

“Nevertheless, this fact does not prevent the ever so politi-gation to the Stasi, the “watchful East German secret police.”
Wrote Riotta: “Today, millions of Americans are asking cally correct Washington from staging an absurd theater pro-

duction called ‘the people’s court.’. . .themselves, how is it possible that the Commissar who spent
$40 million in an investigation on an alleged $40,000 real “Bill Clinton has so many enemies and political adversar-

ies in Washington, that there are reasons to suspect a conspir-estate speculation, the Whitewater case, ended up investigat-
ing the sexual life of Clinton.” acy. In any case, one has to wonder why an investigation into
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the Clintons’ failed real estate speculation has developed into put pressure on the administration, whereby such a bombing
would be carried out.a comprehensive investigation of the virility of the President.

“It is noteworthy, if not alarming that nobody in the U.S. Felgenauer stressed that “from a professional military
point of view, which is what concerns me, this pressure onseems to be offended by the fact, that the latest information

has been gathered through secret tape recordings, the sole Clinton to bomb Iraq is idiocy. You can’t neutralize nerve gas
or biological agents, or bring about the downfall of Saddampurpose of which have been to get ‘something’ on the leader

of the country. . . . Hussein, through bombing. It makes no sense! It’s illogical,
and these are normally logical people. So, I was forced to“The worst thing though, is the fact that the leading nation

in the world goes into coma, just because a woman claims to believe something else was involved, and now, since then,
this Clinton scandal breaks out. . . . My only sense of it, ishave had an affair with the President and [claims] to have

been asked to deny it. . . . that there is another agenda involved, probably the politics of
oil, although what you say about the broader financial crisis“In today’s Washington, the political debate has been re-

placed by a dirty witch-hunt, which has even gotten a few to must be taken into consideration.”
call for the resignation of the President.”

‘To take our eyes off the main game’
Without getting involved in the intricacies of the scandalBush Leaguers in Moscow

Concern over the broader foreign policy implications of itself, the French daily Le Figaro on Jan. 27 expressed grave
concern, that what is being done to the American President isthe attack against the U.S. President is also coming from Mos-

cow. On Jan. 27, EIR had the opportunity to speak with Pavel neutralizing the ability of the United States, the only country
with the power to act effectively in such matters, to deal withFelgenauer, one of Moscow’s leading military commentators,

who writes for the daily Segodnya. Felgenauer found the the- the rapidly worsening world financial and economic crises.
Washington columnist Pierre-Yves Dugua wrote: “With-sis of an assault on Clinton by the George Bush networks, to

be quite cogent, and to shed some light on the possible “Per- out American leadership to manage the response of the inter-
national community to the problems of Japan, Indonesia, Ko-sian Gulf connection” to what is now happening in Wash-

ington. rea, Thailand, and, perhaps tomorrow, China, the risk of
contagion grows. It is clear, that without the strong pressureHe reported that, sometime during December 1997, Mos-

cow was visited by certain figures from the Bush and Reagan exercised by Washington on Jakarta and Seoul, the IMF, by
itself, would not have been able to negotiate such consequen-White Houses. While in Moscow, they “expressed so much

passion against Clinton, it was strange to hear, there was real tial assistance plans with the governments concerned.
“The project of Bill Clinton to modernize, in the contexthatred against the whole Clinton administration.” Felgenauer

said it was astonishing, “to hear their anti-Clinton zeal.” of the Group of Seven, the international financial rules, and
the mechanisms of intervention, to prevent the crises of theWhat Felgenauer found most strange, was the state of

extreme rage they were in against Clinton, for not having Indonesian and Korean type, is equally doomed to failure, if
Washington continues to be enmired in this political crisis,bombed Iraq, and for having chosen, instead, to bring the

Russians in, to play a prominent role in trying to bring about unprecedented since Watergate.
“In effect, for the moment, no European country suggestsa diplomatic solution. Clearly, such officials were trying to

The Jan. 29 edition of the daily
2001, in Caracas, Venezuela, ran
this front-page headline: “Ex-
President Bush’s Mafia Ran Plot
Against Clinton,” with a smaller
headline below: “Fifth Column Left
Behind in the White House Set Up
the Sexual Scandal That Is Shaking
the United States.” On page 8, the
newspaper reprinted an article from
last week’s EIR, under the headline,
“The George Bush Mafia Is Under
Suspicion in the Assault Against the
Presidency of the United States,” by
Edward Spannaus and Jeffrey
Steinberg.
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the slightest reforms. French Minister of Finance Dominique within the United Kingdom, factional differences on dealing
with Clinton, whereas, on the top level of the British monar-Strauss-Kahn has even expressed his skepticism, in respect

to a mobilization of the G7, on this theme.” chy, you will find the British monarchy is out to get him, and
out to get and destroy the United States. Most conspicuous inThe aforementioned former Tavistock figure told EIR,

that the purpose of the attack on Clinton, was, most likely, to this is the case of Prince Philip, who is the Consort of the
Queen, who is a key factor in this, and has been, since 1960,get the attention of the American government and population

away from the global financial crisis. “In my view, the aim of ’61, at least.
But, the immediate operation has another feature. Yousuch an operation is to take our eyes off the main game,

namely, what is happening in the Far East, with the economic have Richard Mellon Scaife of the Mellon family, and things
similar. This is a product of an intelligence network developedupheavals,” he said. “The way such things are done, it drives

people to concentrate on the inside world, and to divorce, in the United States, especially from about 1938 on, which
was part of the British intelligence operation targetting thepsychologically, from the outside world. Everything else is

supposed to fall by the wayside, and reality is to be replaced United States, working against Franklin Roosevelt, for exam-
ple, during World War II, and the post-war period. This groupby a focus on all these sordid affairs.” Hence, a prime feature

of the launching of such a “sex scandal,” is to carry out psy- was based partly in the Office of Strategic Services. It in-
cluded the FBI: J. Edgar Hoover was part of the operation,chological warfare against the American and other popula-

tions, he said. British control. And, it was based in the London OSS, in part,
that’s where Mellon Scaife’s pedigree comes from, where the
Mellon family pedigree comes from. This is well known to
us. We know this intimately, inside and out.

LaRouche denounces
George Bush and ‘the secret government’

In more recent times, especially over the course of theassault on President
middle to latter part of the 1970s, when George Bush was
being groomed for his run for the 1980 Republican nomina-

On Jan. 28, in an interview with the international weekly tion for President, Bush became a key figure in this. Not be-
cause of his appointment as CIA director, which was very“EIR Talks” radio program, Lyndon LaRouche spoke about

the attack against President Bill Clinton. Here are excerpts short-lived—it was afill-in position—but because of his asso-
ciation with a different part of the intelligence community,from that broadcast.
which, at that point, interfaced with the CIA, but was not part
of it. This is the part that is sometimes called “the secretNow, the origin of this is well known. The overall architecture

of the targetting of Clinton comes from Great Britain, from the government.” And Bush is not a creator of the secret govern-
ment; that is, the secret government is not a creation of GeorgeBritish monarchy, and its intelligence services. By “British

monarchy,” we do not mean necessarily the United Kingdom, Bush, but George Bush, since the middle of the 1970s, has slid
into a very crucial position as a central figure of an operationthough there are elements of the United Kingdom involved.

For example, you have two elements of British Common- which we know best, I think, the public knows best, under the
name Iran-Contra. . . .wealth intelligence, which include the Hollinger press chain

and the Murdoch press chain. These are key elements of the So, Bush came into power as a key figure, used by this
apparatus, in the latter part of the 1970s. This, of course, hasoperation against Clinton inside the United States. That’s the

Murdoch press, the Hollinger press, and so forth. links back, as in the case of Lucianne Goldberg, who is a key
figure in the sex scandal operation against the President, andIn Britain itself, people close to this network—the London

Times, for example, is owned by the Murdoch press chain, and who was a key part of the Nixon Watergate plumbers opera-
tion, the California base tied to people like Moe Dalitz, theMurdoch, of course, is a Beaverbrook protégé, or offshoot, or

clone, based out of Australia, but British Commonwealth in Lansky associate, and others, from that period. That’s the
kind of stuff.his operations, whereas Conrad Black of the Hollinger Corp.,

and the Hollinger Corp. itself, is an offshoot of what was, for So you have the elements of organized crime: Boston
bankers, the Boston families; New York bankers; and South-a long time in the post-war period, called the Argus Corp.,

which was a spin-off of the British intelligence operation ern pro-slavery types, or Confederacy buffs, shall we say, like
Woodrow Wilson, who was a buff of the Ku Klux Klan, andfor penetration of the United States, based in Canada during

World War II, or just before World War II, in the procurement actually refounded this second incarnation of the Ku Klux
Klan, from 1915 on, openly and publicly from the Whiteoperations of the British government.

So, the genesis of the operation against Clinton comes House. So, this is the problem.
Now, these guys in the United States are the immediatefrom the British monarchy, not necessarily the United King-

dom institutions otherwise, as such. You’ll find differences track into the sex scandal. In the case of Kenneth Starr, who
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